
The Adventure in the 
Christmas Factory 

(by Daire) 

Chapter 1- Generous Kevin  

Kevin was a really generous but caring carrot.  He brought all his cheeky friends to the Christmas 
Factory. Kevin looks like a generic carrot with a sweater/jumper. The sprout Bob is more yellow. The 
green Sping Onion (I know it’s weird he’s not an Onion). Last but not least the Onion Max (lol not 
really anything to say about him). Kevin asked “so guys wanna explore?”. Everyone screamed “yeah 
sure!”. As they went explore Kevin split up. The group went wandering while he was being attacked 
by a turkey. THE GROUP FOUND A GIANT RAT INFECTING THE GRAVY SO THEY DECIDED TO 
EXTERMINATE THE RAT KING . Plan A was to strangle it (not a personal fan of plan A but plan B 
was to make it fall in love with a tree by covering it in gravy). Plan B is my favourite, they chose 
plan B as plan a is to graphic for this story! 

Chapter2- Gravy Cannon 

The characters are planning on using a cannon ball to shoot the gravy. So when they find one, 
they suddenly find Kevin with a turkey on its head asking for help. As Onion was inside the cannon 
ball and shot directly on to Kevin's head where the turkey was stuck but Kevin was left in a day 
dream as he woke up the rat king came out of the river of gravy...... 

 

 



Chapter 3- The Battle of a Lifetime 

They scooped up all of the gravy to use the cannon ball to throw it all at the tree. The rat king 
loves the tree and they live happily ever after. But this is Kevin's story not theirs so we must 
continue. They start bathing (also swimming) in the gravy knowing it’s safe when suddenly they see 
a cute rabbit jumping on Kevin. He was trying to harm him. Poor Kevin always getting in to trouble 
when spinach tries to smack it off but fails whilst hitting Kevin’s face. The rabbit runs away when 
SUDDENLY another carrot in a suit says... “thank you Kevin for being the BEST”. His friend’s 
planned this to thank him for being the best friend in the world. 

Chapter 4 - Glitched 

Kevin Finds out he’s in a simulation and aims to escape (then hugs his mother). First, he poured 
gravy on a cow which breaks the mother board (I don’t know why). After that he escapes, except he 
didn’t he ends up on a strapped chair. Apparently carrots give birth because Kevin is the creator of 
all carrots he’s a God. Finally, he uses his super powers to escape the chair and burn down the lab - 
just kidding he flew away then flew out of joy for 20 hours before going to his mams house for a 
chat for a cup of tea. 

Thank you for reading! 
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Thank you, I hope you enjoyed! 

                                                   

 

 

 


